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BEFORE START 

Gather materials  

• Pick up a new sketchbook.  

• Choose a size that attracts you. Maybe a format that you 

haven’t used before.  

• You MUST use the sketchbook in this class.  

• We’re going to be working with pens, rather than pencils. 

Take a gel pen and a felt tip. 

INTRODUCTION – 20 MINUTES 

Survey – 10 minutes 

You each have four cards.  

1. You’ll complete the cards, then we’ll analyze the 

answers. 
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• On Sketcher, describe yourself as a sketcher -- don’t, do it a 

little when I need to copy another sketch, use it to 

communicate ideas with others  

• On note taker, describe yourself as a note taker – 

stenographer (I take it all down), bullet pointer, don’t take 

notes 

• On World, in the best of all possible worlds, what would you 

like to be able to do when you leave? 

• On Trouble, when you look at the sample, what do you think 

you will have the most trouble with? 

2. You have 2 minutes to complete all four cards. 

3. Put all the sketcher cards together, etc. 

4. Divide into four groups. Each group will review the cards 

for 2 minutes. 

5. Then each group will share a ballpark analysis of the 

audience in the room.
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Introduce yourselves – 5-7 minutes 

? Who are you? 

? One interesting thing about yourself that no one here knows. 

Where this course came from – 2 minutes 

• Began with VizThink 2007 

• I wanted a faster way to learn. 

• Looked at advanced Sketchnoters and 

asked why do their pages work? 

• Corralled a couple of interested users: 

Thanks to Christine Egli, stand please, and Mike 

Tremoulet in Houston for their inside editing. 

For more information about the variety of subjects that are applied to 

Sketchnoting here, look through the references in the bibliography. They 

are all wonderful books by really brilliant people. I also brought some 

books that I use to increase my active symbollary. 
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TODAY’S AGENDA – 5 MINUTES 

Let me tell you about how our afternoon will unfold. 

While I talk about today’s agenda, why don’t you use the first page (or 

so) in your journal to draw out our afternoon? Throughout this class, take 

constant notes but try to refrain from taking traditional notes. 

The format 

First, we’ll loosen up our drawing muscles by some really quick 

sketching to move beyond the “But I can’t 

draw” hump.  

Second, we’ll do some rapid fire 

metaphor discovery, which we’re calling 

Metaphormania. This is the first step toward 

building your library of symbols that you can 

use as “rubber stamp” images. We’ll 

analyze the discoveries and capture some 
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ideas and possibly some new metaphors. Then we’ll work on a few people 

symbols, figures and expressions. 

Then we’ll go through a four exercise/lecture/practice cycles. The 

format for the cycles will include three components:  

• a drawing exercise (like some of the warm ups) 

• a Sketchnote lecture on emerging principles and 

guidelines 

• a debrief of discoveries and images from 

sketchnoting the lecture 

The exercises will help you create the building blocks 

for Sketchnoting. The lectures will cover the principles of the practice. 
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 Because the 

lectures will contain 

content on the practice of Sketchnoting, your notes will become useful 

references while allowing you to practice the process.  

When you’re learning to sketcnhote about Sketchnoting, your attention 

will be drawn in many directions. Go with the challenge. 

Listen to the lecture content, think about what you know and what 

you’re learning as you listen and capture THOSE components, capture 

your thoughts about the content and not the content itself. This is a great 

time to practice processing your thinking in real time, which is POWER 

sketchnoting. 

You’ll be building skills and imagery throughout the day so that you can 

add more components to each lecture/practice. 

I’ll post a pdf of the guide I’m using on my blog, so don’t worry about 

missing the content. Focus on the practice.  
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That’s the standard format for the cycles. Now let’s talk about the 

cycles themselves. 

The cycles 

The first cycle is the Warm Up Cycle and 

the associated lecture will talk about how to 

THINK about sketchnoting because 

sketchnoting is very much a thought process as well as a recording 

process. 

The second cycle will start with faces and 

expressions and the practice lecture will cover 

the process of sketchnoting itself -- how to listen for cues and patterns as 

well as how to capture the essence. 

The third cycle will cover simple people and 

the lecture will cover deep listening skills. 
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In the final cycle we’ll return to text and the 

practice lecture will cover very basic design 

principles. 

We’ll end the day with a Gallery Happy Hour to showcase the work 

you’ve done over the course of the day and talk about other ways to use 

Sketchnoting beyond taking notes of other people’s 

ideas. 

? Any questions before we get started?  

Let’s get into it. 

WARMING UP – 75 MINUTES 

The pace – 2 minutes 

You’ll be drawing all afternoon and you will be tempted to sketch as 

rapidly as you possibly can. Don’t. Draw as you would breathe normally, 

not too quickly, not too slowly. Let’s get a feel for how much time that 
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might be. Start now by just moving your pen in easy, 

slow circles and squiggles on a page in your 

sketchbook for 15 seconds, beginning when I say go. 

This will both loosen up your hand and give you a feel 

for how long 15 seconds really is. Remember, we’re 

aiming for a civilized walking pace. Not strolling in New 

Orleans or late for a meeting in Manhattan.  Maybe like 

you’re meeting a friend for a drink at The Driskill and 

you have an interesting story you’re looking forward to telling. 

Okay, move your pen. 

? How did that feel? 
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9 circles – 10 minutes 

Stir circles 

Hold hand above the page and make a circle about 1/3 the width of 

your sketchbook page, as if you were stirring a small cup of tea. Now put 

your pen down and draw that circle, keeping that same stirring motion. 

Now put your pen down and draw a row of three circles across the 

page, keeping that stirring motion. 

Draw two more rows below. Fill the page. You’ll have three rows of 

three circles each. 

9 circles 

Now for the 

next 5 minutes, 

make something 

out of each of 

those circles. 
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Draw anything. Draw the first thing that comes into your head. 

Debrief 

? What did you draw? 

? How many did you draw before you had to stop and think? 

? What about that was hard? 

? What was your drawing speed like? Did you feel rushed? Did 

you have enough time? 

? Did you find new images, ones that you either hadn’t drawn for 

a long time? 

? When did one idea lead to another idea? 

? What did you learn as you created your images? What surprised 

you? 
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9 squares – 10 minutes 

Throw lines 

1. Make two dots, one on the left hand side of your page and one on 

the far right hand side. They should represent two points of a 

straight line. 

2. Now place your pen on 

the left hand dot and 

look at the right hand 

dot. Throw the line, just 

like you would throw a 

ball, keeping your eye on your destination. 

? How are those lines? 

1. Now make a dot at the top of your page and a dot at the bottom. 

Make them close to vertical. Do the same thing.  

2. Place your pen on the top dot, focus your eye on the destination dot 

and let gravity work to pull the line. 
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9 squares 

Use your vertical and 

horizontal line throwing 

technique to make 3 rows 

of 3 squares about the 

same size. Throw the top 

and bottom. Pull the sides. 

For the next 5 minutes, make something out of each of those squares. 

Debrief 

? What was different about drawing this time over the time 

before? 
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Metaphormania exercises– 30 minutes 

Draw metaphors – 15 minutes 

As I say each word, you have 15 seconds 

to draw an image the represents that word to 

you. Put the word on the back of the index 

card.  

First let’s do a few nouns: 

Spaghetti 
Car 
Mouse 
Book 
Plant 
Cloud 

Pillow 
City 

Block 
Horse 
Letter 
Night 

Airplane 
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Now let’s try some concepts 

Access Accountable  Achieve Act 
Action Adequate Aggregate/collect Analysis/analyze 
Application Art Artist Balance 
Before Begin Benefit Big picture 
Blend Brainstorm Broadcast Build 
Business leader Capture Choice Choose/Prefer 
Citizen Cluster Community Compare 
Competence Competition Concept Connection 
Consume Contact Contained Conversation 
Create Crisis Culture Customer 
Danger Deadline Democratic Demonstrate 
Design Direction Discuss Draft 
Economy Email Employee Engage 
Essence Examine Explore Flexible 
Flow Follow on Framework Full circle 
Fussy Future Gain Genius 
Global Goal Good Group 
Grow Hold Imagine Information 
Innovate Instruct Interests Journey/path 
Know/knowledge Learn/Learning Linear Listen 
Love Map Meaning Media 
Meet Negotiate Neutral New 
Notice Parallel Open Organize 
Orient Plan Pattern Peer-to-Peer 
Perspective Pressure Point out Practice 
Prepare Recall Process Professionalism 
Quickly Remember Refer Reflect 
Remember Safety Research Results 
Rubber stamp Social Show Showdown 
Skill Sticky Source Space 
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Stage Strength Story Struggle 
Stuck Technology Structure Theory 
Target Three parts Test Time 
Thorny Tools Time Unsure 
Tool Vision Unknown The voice in your head 
Valuable Wishful Visualize  
    
Tour and adopt – 15 minutes 

[Clothespin index cards on lines (or post somehow).  Collect like 

images together on the line and look at them.]  

Walk around with your journal and review images. Gather ones that 

you want to adopt. . . or adapt. Draw them into your journal. Return each 

card to the line as you 

complete your drawing. 

Repeat. 

? What stands out 

for you? What do you notice about the images that bring 

concepts to life? 

? What does each image share?  
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? How are they different?  

? What does this tell you about the essence of the word – the 

minimum? 

Congratulations! You’ve started on your formal Symbollary. 

Get your mind right lecture  – 10 minutes 

This talk is about establishing a solid, safe, 

exploratory environment for Sketchnoting. There 

are two parts. The first is on gaining an 

improvisational mindset. The second is a list of principles for holding that 

mindset open. 

Sketchnoting is innovation – finding new meaning and new learning in 

listening and drawing. We’re bypassing our verbal editor, that part of 

ourselves that Natalie Goldberg explains is the Monkey Mind editor who 

inhibits our writing as well as our drawing. 
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The Monkey Mind is a Zen concept that 

Goldberg uses to name the incessant voice of the 

inner critic, that running commentary on the not 

good enoughness of our work. Often the voice is 

dressed in rational words and phrases. The Monkey Mind represents the 

safety of the status quo. 

Drawing and sketchnoting seek to move beyond the status quo, to 

surface that which we don’t know we know. Often we reach that place by 

acting without thinking, by improvising. 

Sketchnoting  is. . . improvisational drawing. Let’s start with some 

improvisation rules from Improv Wisdom by Patricia Ryan Madson.  

There are 7 that apply to Sketchnoting. 

• Say yes – Madson describes the act of saying yes as an act of 

acceptance of what is offered. Its opposite is to block, by suggesting 

there might be a better idea. Take your first idea and move forward. 
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• Don’t prepare; pay attention –Substitute attention for anticipation. 

That way you’re open to surprise. Sketchnotes learnings are often 

surprises because you are processing in real time.  

Focus your attention by practicing total listening. When your mind 

wanders, notice the tangent and then quickly bring it back. Find a 

beacon of interest in all things by paying 

attention to points with personal 

resonance. The more attention you pay, 

the less you will notice your own 

drawing and the more you will fall into 

the work itself. Stephen King describes it as “falling through the hole in 

the paper.” Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi [Me Hi  Cheek sent ma hi ee] calls 

it FLOW. 

•  “Just show up.”  Start anywhere and be 

average– Accept what is offered. The phrase 

“Lower your standards” has its history in 
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acceptance. When two opposing forces wanted to parley, to signal 

parley the standard bearer lowered the standard. When you block an 

idea, you deny the muse entry. Lower your standard and invite parley. 

Saying yes is about acceptance so that you can begin a practice, 

whether you think you’re an artist or not. 

• Accept your insecurity. We’ve all got it. Find what you love about 

your work. It’s there.  

• Ignore how you are feeling and focus on your purpose. Why are 

you here? What are you learning? That’s what you want to capture. 

This is about personal value, not about what someone else might take 

away from your experience. 

• Risk making mistakes. Embrace the risk. 

Circus clowns, when they flub a routine, raise their 

arms high in the air and address the audience with a 

deep bow as if this was a normal part of the routine. 

Mistakes are. If you’re not making mistakes, if you’re 

not working outside your comfort zone, you’re not really trying. 
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• Take care of each other. Enjoy the work. Share the discovery. 

“Look at each other with encouraging eyes.” 

So those are some improvisation rules to keep in mind. Now let’s talk 

about the practical part of getting your mind right. This is a beginning list. 

What’s exciting about this class is that the officialness of the practice of 

Sketchnoting is so new that no one has written the rules down. That 

means you are free to write the book, to move beyond the confines of 

rules defined by others. 

Here are five to get your started. 

• Use a pen. As a way to accept your own 

burgeoning Sketchnoting skill, try Sketchnoting with a 

pen rather than a pencil. A pen forces you to move 

forward. Pencils, and  erasers, allow for a lot more editing, moving you 

out of the moment and into the world of perfection. 

• Draw over and through. Redo your pen line if you don’t like the first 

one but do it immediately. You will then also see your path toward that 
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image. Free your hand to continuously improve. And move on. Always 

move on.  

• Don’t be fussy. Sketchnoting is thinking made 

visual and thinking is messy. Sketchnoting is also 

innovation, not process improvement. Push yourself 

to record new images, new metaphors. Repeat after me, “don’t be 

fussy.” 

• Draw at a civilized walking speed. Don’t get in too 

much of a hurry when you Sketchnote. While you don’t 

have time to capture every detail, you do have time to 

capture what’s important to you. Most speakers spend a lot 

of time explaining what they mean by . . . . Use the time you 

are given. And pictures are faster than words. You only need one for 

each 1000, remember?  

• Do whatever you can to set up your 

environment. Come early to get a good 

seat for sketchnoting. You can use the extra time like Mike Rohde 
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does, to put a fancy title on the page. After all, you already know that. 

But that’s all you know, remember paying attention over preparation. 

Debrief – 5 minutes 

? What did you discover as you sketchnoted this lecture? 

? What rules really resonated with you? 

? What rule seemed to be missing? 

Now let’s look at the Sketchnote demo? 

? What do you notice about the demo? 

Add to your notes – 5 minutes 

? What would you add to your notes now? Add it. 
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FACES AND EXPRESSIONS – 35 MINUTES 

Exercise 1 – 15 minutes 

All of the human face happens on 

the lower half of the head.  

The key components of 

expression, remember we’re all about 

capturing essence, are the brows, the 

eyes and the mouth. Let’s do a bit of 

practice. This is an adaptation of a 

great demonstration that Austin Kleon does when he talks about simple 

expressions. 

1. Draw four rows of ovals with four ovals in each row. Leave a bit of 

space below each row.  

2. On the first row, add only straight brows. Two straight lines.  
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3. On the second row, add two diagonal brows, slanting down in the 

middle. 

4. On the third row, add two diagonal brows, slanting down on the 

outside. 

5. On the fourth row, add two arcs for brows. You choose, up arcs or 

down arcs. 

6. Now add the eyes below the brows. Put in simple eyes. Dots. 

7. Now noses. Put in several different noses. Noses point the face, so 

they show the direction that the face is looking. Point your noses in 

different directions. 

8. Now on the mouth line, on the first column, add a straight mouth all 

the way down the column. 

9. For the second column, make the mouth frowny. These can be 

either close lipped frowns or open mouth anger if you like. 
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10. On the third column make the mouth smiley. Same deal open or 

closed. 

11. For the fourth column, make the 

mouth jagged. Same deal again, open or 

closed. 

Swap journals with the person next to 

you. Journal receivers, use well-drawn 

text to label the expressions for each 

face.  

Swap back. Read the labels. See if 

you agree or if you’d add a different label. 

See what simple but eloquent expressions you created using only 

brows and the mouth? 

Emotionally Backward  Exercise 2 – 10 minutes 

Let’s do it backwards this time.  
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Swap your journal with someone new. In the journal on a new page, 

draw four rows of ovals with four ovals in each row. Leave a bit of space 

below each row.  

Use well-drawn text to label each oval with an emotion. 

Swap back. Journal owners, you have 5 minutes to add expressions to 

match the label to each of the faces. 

Debrief 

? What did you learn from this exercise? 

? What role does emotion convey in capturing Sketchnotes?  

? What is the essence of emotion? 

? When might you need to capture emotion? 

How to Sketchnote– 5 minutes 

For this lecture, I’m going to give you a list of ideas to keep in mind as 

you work through the day. There are 8 ideas here. 
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1. Draw like a child, not only 

simply but with abandon and joy. 

This is fun stuff! If it’s not fun, 

you’re not doing it right. 

2. Pick out key words.  Sometimes illustrate key 

words and phrases is enough for memory. Try pulling some out 

from this mini-lecture. 

3. Use connectors and dividers to configure 

your space and your ideas on the fly. Make them 

interesting shapes and patterns. Build your library of 

these line types. These are the easiest ways to add 

interest and emphasis to your sketchnotes. 

4. Draw the essence. This is true of both 

subject matter and illustration. You might 

not need the entire bicycle if the 

handlebars will convey the idea. If the talk 
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is about world hunger, capturing a startling fact by a bite out of a 

globe with a percentage might be all you need for that point. 

5. Focus on recognition and not resemblance. You’re really creating 

symbols for meaning; you’re not creating a court scene for 

broadcast. Simplicity counts, especially if it’s elegant. Aim for 

elegant simplicity. Settle for something much less. And settle 

quickly. 

6. Rubber stamp images – very quickly you will develop (or maybe 

you already have) a set of symbols that you use all the time. These 

are symbols that have become so simple for you to create that you 

almost rubber stamp them on the page. Grow your stamp 

collection. 

7. Use text labels if you need something fast and 

you can’t come up with an image. Learn to create 

simple block letters or script that looks good and 

can be read easily. Then build your hand drawn 
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letter sets. Try italics or bold. Mix it up on the page to make it 

interesting. Heck, mix it up in the sentence. 

8. Adopt visual metaphors -- Our language is full of visual metaphor. 

Go ahead. Adopt them. Or some version of them. How might you 

sketch the Information Highway? How about customer centered? 

Or mapping an approach to a problem? Across 

the board? Throw the baby out with the bath 

water? 

PEOPLE EXERCISES – 60 MINUTES 

Let’s spend a little time talking about drawing simple people.  

There are several simple people forms that I’ve seen used in 

Sketchnoting and in graphic recording. Here are a few. Any time you are 

drawing people, it’s easier to get them close to proportion if you add the 

head last. 
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People symbols – 15 minutes 

Star 1 

The arms and legs are four points of a five pointed star and the head 

makes the fifth and top point. Here’s the process.  

1. Draw a square for the torso, the middle 

of your person.  

2. Draw two dots out parallel to the top of 

the torso for where the arms will end. 

3. Draw two dots about a third of the way 

down the torso box. These are armpit throw 

lines. 

4. Draw two dots parallel to the left and right side of your square, 

about twice as far away as the arm dots. These are leg throw lines. 

5. The crotch throw dot is the mid-point of the bottom torso line. 

6. Now throw your lines between those dots. 

7. Add the head. 
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Star 2 

1. Do it again.   

2. Add a BIG head. You have a child. 

3. To make it look more like a child, draw the features 

REALLY low on the face. 

Star 3 

1. Do it again.  

2. Add a teeny head. You have a giant. 

MW  

The capital M is the torso and arms. The W is the legs.  

1. Draw a wide M. 

2. Draw a skinny W about twice as tall as the M. 

3. Add the head. 
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Adding Context – 10 minutes 

Let’s play with the star person to add more context. 

Draw four torsos.  

Star 1 

1. Add a left arm throw dot above the head. 

2. Throw your lines. 

Star 2 

1. On torso 2, add the left arm throw dot a little ways out but down 

next to the torso.  

The arm will point down.  

2. Add the right arm throw dot a bit above the 

shoulder. The arm will point slightly up. 

3. Throw your lines. 

4. Add a pointing finger on the raised arm. 
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Star 3 

1. Throw your star person. 

2. Add feet and hands 

3. Add clothes 

4. Add hair 

5. Add a facial expression 

Star 4 

Make your star person jump, dance, run, move, sing, talk. Think about 

what arms and legs do. Have a partner pose for you if you’re not clear.  

? How could you reshape your MW person? 

Stick figure exercise – 10 minutes 

One more person type one that is very familiar. Draw a stick figure 

doing something. 

An action stick figure has three parts to it. . . the arm positions, the leg 

positions and the body position. The easiest way for me to get the stick 
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figure right is first to capture the body position, using what cartoonists call 

the Action Line. That’s essentially the spine extended from the feet 

through the top of the head.  

1. Draw an action line that is hunched over. We’ll think of this 

figure as looking at something on the ground.  

2. In the middle of the action line, draw a curved box to represent 

the body.  

3. Now anchor the body to the ground with the feet and legs.  

4. Add the head, with the nose pointed toward the ground.  

5. Now think about what the arms might be doing if your figure 

were falling over. How about looking at something through a 

magnifying glass? 

6.  

[The facilitator will act out each of these stick 

figure exercises. Make sure to overact.] 
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? What does the action line look like for a running figure?  Look at 

the spine. Which way do the arm and leg joints go? 

1. Now stick figure the running person. 

2. How about a depressed person? 

3. How about happy?  

4. Scared? 

Someone call out a name from the expressions exercise and let’s see 

what the manikin does to convey that. Stick figure each one. [Do about 5 

of these.] 

You really don’t have to convey an entire catalog of emotions in your 

sketchnoting. Just concentrate on the big ones.  

? What are they? 
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Dress your figures – 5 minutes 

So, you’ve got these great stick figures, with 

box bodies. A word about the box body. 

From the front, the legs go on the outside of 

the box; the wider the box, the wider the 

stance. You can dress your stick figures by 

going over your stick lines to add weight – 

pants, shirts with stick arms sticking out. Dresses, heck, even ball gowns. 

1. Dress three of your figures up right now. 

Crowds – 5 minutes 

What if you want to create more than one 

person? What if you want to represent a 

crowd? You don’t have to draw individual 

figures. 
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Massive crowds – doodle long skinny wiggles as open forms, standing 

close together. Add a small head on top. Place loads of them together. 

At a conference – you’ve seen these. Rows of upside down U’s with 

circles on top to represent us sitting at a 

conference. I use them sitting around a 

table too, to represent meetings. 

Practice lecture on listening – 6 minutes 

This lecture is all about listening. Deep listening is like moving deeply 

into a pool. Think about what happens to outside sounds when you sat on 

the bottom of the swimming pool as a child, how they were damped and 

far away and you were totally with yourself.  

Listening as an immersive experience. You’ll find that if you have really 

listened to a speaker, you’re tired afterward. Real listening is active. You 
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are actively connecting new information 

to what you know; what is already 

familiar.  

I’m going to cover 12 points on how to 

listen. The first three are about 

uncovering the form or structure of what 

you’re about to experience. The next five are about presence and the final 

four are practical tricks for quick payback. 

? What did I just do? 

Form 

1. Don’t miss the introduction. There are clues in it about what 

is going to happen. The introduction gives you a great 

opportunity to map out a framework on your page.  

2. Begin to pay attention to common structures –People who 

present often follow a defined structure. Learn to recognize 

structures. Here are four pretty common ones. 
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Form A How tos 

The structure of these lectures are all how to. They’re assembly 

instructions, like how to put together a bicycle.  

Form B Tell em, tell em, tell em 

This one’s easy 

Tell ‘em what you’re gonn’a tell ‘em, tell ‘em, tell ‘em what you told ‘em 

has three parts, with plenty of time to catch up 

• An upfront summary with three-four points 

• Expansion of those points 

• Conclusion that references the three-four points again 

Form C A story in three acts  

• Act 1 setting the stage, the status quo 

• Act 2 Rising action and the climax 

• Act 3 Resolution  
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Form D The quest or transformation 

• The status quo and the call to adventure 

• The adventure itself 

• The change that the journey wrought 

3. Listen for clusters of ideas. 

A speaker may present all of the main 

ideas upfront and then add detail to each 

one, or they will present a main idea and 

then details followed by the next idea and 

details. When you hear clusters, you know where to collect 

relationships of ideas. 

Presence 

4. Process in real time -- We are 

always looking for places to make 

more sense out of what we already 
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know. Think, all the while drawing, about what the speaker is 

saying that changes, expands, improves on what you know, 

about this topic or in other domains. For example, you might 

know something about knitting that becomes increasingly clear 

during the beginner’s presentation on string theory. Well, you 

know what I mean. 

5. Be curious – If you’ve bothered to attend, you believed that the 

speaker would say something that was important to you. Listen 

without judgment. If you can’t manage that, channel your inner 

alien the way you do to get through holidays with your family. 

Well, you know what I mean. Don’t start the internal argument of 

why he or she is wrong. Quiet the voice in your head. 

6. Look at the speaker periodically while you sketchote. It will 

help you focus as well as give you clues  

7. Focus your attention on the content and not on the 

presentation style. 
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8. Tune out distractions – and while you’re at it, quiet the voice 

or voices of the persons sitting beside you. If the conversation 

next to you is interesting enough 

to pursue, trade business cards 

for later. Or leave. Sometimes 

those next seat conversations 

really are more interesting. But 

that’s not the reason you’re there. Or is it? 

Practical Tricks 

9. Don’t capture what’s obvious to you unless you need it to 

complete the picture. Or unless you’re bored. Sketching is a 

great way to get value out 

of an experience that 

becomes less than 

optimum.  

10. Use punchline quotes to 
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capture the spirit. There are always one or two or three quote 

phrases that capture the Ahas! As well as conveying the sense 

of the presentation. Capture them. Set them off in their own 

spaces with large quote marks to call attention to them. 

11. Hijack the speaker’s 

visuals If the speech is 

accompanied by a Powerpoint 

slideshow, and these days which 

aren’t, consider which images from 

slides you might want to recreate 

for your own sketchnotes. Thumbnails are enough. 

12. Repurpose your rubber stamp images. Use the collection. A 

light bulb can be used to designate any idea. Just add a label. 

The circle slash? A box, a funnel, etc. 

Debrief – 5 minutes 

? What did you discover as you sketchnoted this lecture? 
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? What rules really resonated with you? 

? What rule seemed to be missing? 

? What would you add to your notes now? Add it. 

TEXT AS IMAGERY – 45 MINUTES 

Textercises – 35 minutes 

If you haven’t picked up a felt tip marker, do that now. 

Review some styles – 5 minutes 

We left text alone until now so that we could get away from it, but text 

adds a lot to Sketchnoting. We’re going to talk about how to make your 

sketchnoted text visually appealing. Let’s just look at a variety of letter 

forms by a master of hand drawn type, Carolyn Sewell. 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/pedestriantype/sets/72157625740610822/

with/5388345728/ 
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Texting by hand – 15 minutes 

Ready to try out some fonts? Someone yell out a word (Get two from 

the audience); We’ll spend about 2 minutes 

per text style 

1. Draw these words in simple block 

letters, all caps. Remember, a comfortable walking pace. 

2. Now in fancy loopy script. Color in the 

loops. 

3. Now all lowercase letters 

4. Now a mix of sizes and case, 

upper and lower 

5. Now open blocks 

6. Now balloon 

7. Now cut out of 

magazines 
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Dressing up your text – 10 minutes 

You don’t have to create beautiful text labels 

right in the moment. You can come back 

and add to them. In the moment, capture 

the idea you want to capture. But do it as 

simply as possible, keeping in mind that you 

may want some extra space around for 

dressing up. 

1. Draw a very simple N for neat. Mike Rohde does this neat thing on 

the fly by drawing the simple letter form then adding an extra line, 

either to one or both sides. Try that now. 

2. Shadows and shading – open letter 

forms can be shaded. If you overlap them, 

you’ll have to think about what shading 

comes from the overlap. Draw a sun in one corner so that you know 

where your light source is. Shade on the side opposite your light 
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source. If you like, you can add shadows below your text. Shadows 

happen on the same side as the shading. Shade your open block 

forms now. 

3. 3D – we make little check marks all the time. 

Our hands know the process. Here’s how to 

use them to make 3 D letters.  

4. Intro cap – want to make a part stand out but still not be the central 

point? How about using a decorative cap? That’s when you draw 

the first letter of the first word quite a bit larger than the rest of the 

text. Aim for 3 to 5 times larger. 

Here are a few other ways you can decorate your text. 

• Create a large title with different font for a subtitle 

• Pick out the quote block and consistently use the same font. Use 

GIANT quote marks to set it off. 

• Color an open letter form. Or trace your original form with color. 
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• Illuminate it. 

5. Leave room for a large I and write the rest of the 

word next to it. Now Illuminate the I. Monks used images 

to add interest to the pages of books that they copied. 

They would start a page with an Illuminate letter. You 

can too. It’s like an intro cap with a frame around it. Then you can 

add other images to the letter, or around it. And you can add color. 

Words as images – 5 minutes 

You can use the letter forms to create images. Either by making the 

letters into imagery or the shape of the word.   

Think about how you might make the letters into images when you 

write the word COLD. Or HOT. 

How about creating a word that looks and says FAST? Or SLOW? 

Take a label from the stack now and create a title label for your 

sketchbook. Or create a title page using what you’ve learned 
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Let’s pull all of this together in a final practice lecture on sketchnote 

design. 

Design Principle Practice Lecture– 8 minutes  

You’ve become quite proficient at capturing the ideas. You know 

what’s on the page and what it means. You feel pretty good about the 

process. Now what? 

When you review the variety of Sketchnote examples that you find 

online, you’ll see a lot of well-constructed images. These notes are review 

worthy. So are yours. Much more so than long, dense pages of court-

reportly text.  

It’s time to learn about dress up!  

Return to your notes to see what you learned as soon as possible after 

the event. Now’s the time to add other items that you recalled. Or key 

points that you have learned about the subject between first hearing it and 

your return. Often that’s a matter of attention. When a speaker’s topic 
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focuses our attention, we begin to notice in that direction. You can use 

your original sketchnotes to capture those noticings.  

But is it art? Of course it is. Let’s talk 

about a few tricks for dressing up your 

page.  

Titles – where’s it gonna go? The 

top right corner is traditional in western 

culture. And that makes it good ‘cause it’s where we expect it, but it also 

makes is less interesting because it’s where we expect it. I’ve seen titles 

spread across two pages to bring the space together. And in the middle to 

draw the eye in and set expectations to leave your linear world behind. 

Shadows and shading – 

Open objects become cartoons 

when you add shadows. Or 

shade a flat object to give it 

shape. The simple rule to 
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remember is to visualize a single light source and shade everything with 

that source in mind. The shading goes on the side opposite the light. 

Color – a little goes a long way. Stick to two colors beyond black at 

least as first. And try the same family – if you’re using turquoise, your 

second color might not be RED or PINK. Unless, of course, that’s who you 

are. Use a color that resonates with you. 

Contrast – use contrast to add a sense of color without adding color. 

Look for points to bring out. Or look at your page as a whole and notice 

where two or three points of contrast might draw the eye in. Darken bits of 

those areas. Start gradually. Careful! Not too much. Where might you 

want a frame that’s darker than the others? Is there text that you’d like to 

make show up better? Are there bullets that you want to draw attention to? 
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Page design 

Architects use bubble diagrams to place 

rooms, to give the whole space a sense of 

flow. This is different from the flow we talked 

about earlier but I think has a sense of 

companionship as well. Think of your page as a destination. How can you 

tell what part of the page is one room and what part is another? You can 

use frames, dividers, patterns and connectors or by leaving larger empty 

spaces between rooms. 

Let’s talk about a few organizing ideas that you can practice with as 

you develop your proficiency. Here are five that are the most useful. 

• Clusters – This might be where we all begin and it’s a bit like the 

bubble diagram. When the speaker talks about an idea, go to a corner 

or an open spot on the page and draw. Stay in that spot until a new 

main point is made and then move to another discrete spot. Leave 

enough space between the points so that the white space acts as a 
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boundary. It’s a workable format for sharing as well and the most 

flexible. You’ll use connectors to all out relationships between ideas. 

• Radial – much like mind mapping, where you begin with the large 

central idea (or title of the talk) and then add branches for ideas and 

branches to branches. The nice thing about 

this style is that it’s very easy to see how 

ideas relate to each other. And almost 

anyone can follow the order on their own. 

This might be why it’s so often used in 

Graphic Recording.  

• Grid – the designer’s friend. 

This organizer is highly adaptable on 

the fly. The most adaptable seems to 

be the 3 x 3 grid. Think of the page is 

divided into three columns and with 

three blocks per column. Wait, I’ll draw 
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it. It’s in your head rather than actually on the page but see how you 

can combine blocks to make new blocks but you always have 

alignment? Photographers use this grid ALL THE TIME and place the 

interest of the photograph ANYWHERE but dead center in the middle 

of the page. 

• Matrix – still grid like, the matrix allows you to set up comparisons. 

If you’re listening to a talk on why something is better than something 

else, a matrix might be a great way to capture the ideas. And if it’s 

invisible at least at first, you have the opportunity to change it. 

• Frame it up – add frames around 

points that describe a single idea or 

concept. Make ‘em doodle fancy. Leave a 

spot to add a fancy number if you want to 

order the points and you didn’t before. Or 

find those punchline quotes and make 

them noticeably quotable without sized 
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quotation marks. Or fancy speech bubbles. 

DRAWING THE FUTURE – 30 MINUTES 

Okay, a final exercise. We’re going to use sketchnoting to illuminate a 

conversation. You’ll use everything you’ve learned so far to create a 

picture of your next year. Include your dreams, your hopes, your fears, 

your barriers, whatever comes into your mind. Don’t think too much; draw. 

You’ll have 20 minutes. Use the entire 20 minutes. 

Then you’re going to find a partner and share your vision. You’ll each 

have 5 minutes to talk through your picture. Partners feel free to ask 

questions about the images or what you see in the images. I’ll call time at 

the end of 5 minutes. 

HAPPY HOUR 
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ONLINE RESOURCES 

A compendium of visual thinking maps 

http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html# 

Hand drawn type extraordinaire 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pedestriantype/sets/72157625740610822/ 

Loads of great Sketchnotes 

http://www.sketchnotearmy.com/ 

Here’s a before and after from a Sketchnote master, Carolyn Sewell. 
You can see more of her examples at 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pedestriantype/sets/72157621779073329/. 


